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Abstract. A set A is polynomial many-one reducible to a set B (A is Karp-reducible toB) if there 
is a polynomially computable function f such that, for all x, x ~ A iff f (x) ~ B. Arbitrary sets A 
and B are of the same polynomial many-one degree if each is polynomial many-one reducible 
to the other. A and B are (polynomially) isomorphic if the function f can be taken one-to-one, 
onto, and polynomially invertible. 
In classical recursive function theory, all many-one complete sets are recursively isomorphic. 
Berman and Hartmanis have observed that all known NP-complete sets are polynomially isomor- 
phic, and have conjectured that all NP-complete sets (complete under Karp-reducibility) are 
isomorphic. 
In this paper we show that not just the complete degree, but every polynomial many-one degree 
consists either of a single isomorphism type or else contains infinitely many isomorphism types 
densely ordered under one-one, size-increasing, polynomially invertible reductions and also 
contains infinitely many isomorphism types which are incomparable under one-one invertible 
reductions. In fact, we show that every'countable partial ordering can be embedded in any such 
many-one degree. We also exhibit polynomial degrees which have infinitely many isomorphism 
types. No examples are known of degrees consisting of a single isomorphism type. 
Keywords. Polynomial reduction, isomorphism, NP-complete set. 
1. Introduction 
In [1] it was shown that all known examples of NP-complete sets were polynomially 
isomorphic, and it was conjectured that all NP-complete sets are polynomially 
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isomorphic. 1 The conjecture, of course, implies that P~ NP. In [17] it was shown 
that the many one-degree consisting of the NP-complete sets is either a single 
polynomial isomorphism type or else contains infinitely many isomorphism types 
with an ordering of type to + 1 under one-one, size-increasing, and invertible poly- 
nomial time reductions. The proofs used information about polynomial time padding 
functions and the technique of 'delayed iagonalization', and they applied to any 
polynomial many-one degree. It was conjectured in [17] that the proof techniques 
used there could be extended to yield incomparable isomorphism types and dense 
linear orderings of isomorphism types. 
In [23], the corresponding question for all recursively enumerable degrees had 
been answered affirmatively. The proofs were entirely structural, with no diagonaliz- 
ations required. The basic result stated in [23] was that "every nonrecursive many-one 
degree either consists of a single one-one degree or else contains a collection of 
one-one degrees which has, under one-one reducibility, the order type of the 
rationals". 
In this paper we answer the above two conjectures of [17] by proving that every 
polynomial many-one degree either consists of a single polynomial isomorphism 
type or else contains a collection of isomorphism types which has, under one-one, 
size-increasing, polynomially invertible reductions, the order type of the rationals. 
We also prove that any such many-one degree contains infinitely many pairwise 
incomparable isomorphism types. In fact, we show that the isomorphism types of 
such a many-one degree form a universal countable partial order in that any countable 
partial order can be embedded in it. This is a powerful characterization since the 
existence in both directions of one-one size increasing and invertible reductions 
between two sets implies that the sets are isomorphic. However, since it is possible 
that the embedding may be extendible, it is not a complete characterization. For 
example, there conceivably could be minimal elements in certain degrees and no 
minimal elements in others. 
We also exhibit degrees (the degree P and others constructed by delayed 
diagonalization [3, 13]) which have infinitely many isomorphism types. We know 
of no polynomial degrees which have a single isomorphism type. 
The proofs given here are, in several ways, including their use of delayed 
diagonalization, based on those of [17]. On the other hand, the systematic use of 
polynomial structures, including polynomial cylinders and non-immunity of sets, 
uses the ideas of [23]. This allows us to also give a stronger treatment of finite 
difference properties in Section 4 of this paper, and it is this insight which allows us 
to obtain proofs which are more easily generalized than those of [17]. Once this 
1 In [25, 26, 10], new examples of structurally defined NP-complete sets are given for which there are 
no known proofs of polynomial isomorphism. The isomorphism problem for these new NP-complete 
sets is shown to be connected to the existence of polynomially computable 'trap-door' functions, and it 
is conjectured that these new NP-complete sets are all polynomially isomorphic only if polynomial 
trap-door functions do not exist, a supposition which is widely believed to be false. 
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appropriate structural material is developed, these more general proofs are actually 
simpler than those of [17]. 2 
We stress that the results given here apply not just to the degree of the NP-complete 
sets, but to arbitrary degrees. For example, since it is known that not all sets in P 
are polynomial ly  isomorphic (since one can construct sparse sets in P) it follows 
from our results that the polynomial  degree consisting of the nontrivial elements in 
P splits into a universal countable partial order under suitable polynomial  one-one 
reductions. 
Similarly, the isomorphism question for the sets complete for the class of all r.e. 
sets under polynomially computable functional reductions is discussed in [4]. It is 
shown there that if an r.e. set is complete under polynomial time many-one reduc- 
tions, then it is complete under one-one polynomial time reductions. On the other 
hand, the natural creative sets of [7] are explicitly defined using sufficiently restrictive 
reductions to make them all polynomial ly isomorphic. Strengthening the results of 
[4] by showing that the complete sets considered there are complete even under 
polynomial-t ime invertible reductions would then show that Dowd's complete sets 
are all polynomial ly isomorphic and hence the same as Hartmanis's natural creative 
sets. On the other hand, if Dowd's sets are not complete under invertible reductions, 
then our results show that his r.e. complete sets split into a universal countable 
partial order. 
2. Cylinders and immune sets 
A cyl inder is a set which is isomorphic to B x N for some set B. 3 Cylinders have 
played an important role for classification of r.e. sets in classical recursion function 
theory. Facts about cylinders may be found in [21]. A succinct summary of elementary 
facts about computable cylinders and a partial list of references may also be found 
in [23]. Polynomial  cylinders were first used, at least implicitly, by Hartmanis,  Baker, 
and Berman [2, 1, 6, 7]. They are perhaps first developed explicitly by Dowd [4]. 
The importance of cylinders is underscored by noting that all the known natural 
complete sets, such as SAT for NP and QBF for PTAPE are cylinders. Hartmanis 
and Berman used the existence of padding functions to construct polynomial 
isomorphisms of all known NP-complete sets. For completeness, we include a 
treatment of cylinders in a polynomial  setting: we begin by establishing the 
equivalence of having padding functions and being a cylinder. 
2 For a discussion and application of similar structual methods to a variety of other problems involving 
polynomial reductions among sets in NP, see [26, 27, 10]. 
3 We use as the universal set N, which is the set {0, 1, 2,...} of natural numbers. By polynomial 
functions or sets we mean polynomial time computable. We take (,) to be any of the standard polynomially 
computable pairing functions bijecting N × N to N, while H~ i.s its polynomially computable first projection. 
We assume without further discussion standard properties of such functions; for example, that (0, 0) = 0 
and that (,) is monotone in each argument. By Bx N we mean the set {(b, n): be B and n e N}. A more 
concrete representation as strings might be {b # n : b c B and n ~ N}, where # is a new symbol (see [16] 
for a discussion of these other epresentations). 
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Definition 2.1. A set C is a cylinder if C is polynomially isomorphic to B x N for 
some set B. 
Definition 2.2. Let C be any set. A padding function for C is a one-one, polynomially 
time computable, polynomial time invertible function p such that, for all x and y, 
x ~ C iff p(x, y) ~ C. 4 (The idea is that p enables us to quickly produce new elements 
which, without knowing whether the original element x is in C, preserve membership 
or nonmembership n C.) 
Notation in the paper will be fairly standard, generally following that of [16]. 
However, from this point on all reducibilities considered will be polynomial time 
computable, and we will sometimes omit mention of this fact. We will write 
B~rnC 
if there is a polynomially computable function f such that x ~ B iff f(x) ~ C. I f f  can 
be taken one-one, we write 
B<~IC. 
I f  f can be taken one-one and polynorhially invertible, we write 
B~I ,  i C. 
If, in addition to all of this, f can be taken to be size increasing (or simply 
nondecreasing), we write 
B iii c. 
I f  we have both A ~<~B and B <~IA we write 
A=IB. 
Finally, an even stronger condition than A----1 B is that A <~1,i B by a function f
which is both onto and polynomially invertible (so that B<~,i A by f - l ) ;  in this 
case, we write ~ 
A =iso B, 
and we say that A and B are polynomially isomorphic. Here, of course, to say that 
f is onto is to say that the range of f is the universal set N. 
4 The definition in [1] only requires that the inverse of p(x, y) yields y instead of yielding (x, y). If 
one chooses, as in [1] to ask for polynomial invertibility only in the second argument, hen setting 
p'(x,y)=p(x,(x,y)) gives polynomial invertibility in both arguments. Thus the two definitions are 
equivalent. We follow the more traditional definition [21]. In a result analogous to Lemma 2.4 below, 
Berman and Hartmanis [1] require an additional padding function with a strong size-increasing property. 
The techniques used in the proof of Lemma 2.4 show that the size increasing function is unnecessary. 
Although Theorem 2.3 establishes the equivalence ofthe two approaches, our proof may be of independent 
interest. 
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Theorem 2.3. (i) A set C is a cylinder, iff 
(ii) for every set B, B <<- m C implies B <~ 1,i C, iff 
(iii) C x N ~< 1,i C, iff 
(iv) C has a padding function. 
This theorem is standard in recursion theory. In a polynomial setting it is perhaps 
first found in [4]; we include it for completeness. The key to its proof is the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. I f  two sets in the same polynomial many-one degree both have padding 
functions, then they are polynomially isomorphic. 
Comment. Versions of this lemma for general computable (not just polynomially 
computable) functions may be found in [21] or [23]. In the polynomial case, it has 
been used in [1] and in [8], but always using the fact that one could freely assume 
that one of the padding functions be not too rapidly decreasing in its second 
argument. Our proof requires no such restriction. Hence, it is more direct, and it 
may be useful in situations where no such assumption is possible. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Assume that we have sets A and B with polynomial functions 
f, reducing A to B, and g, reducing B to A. Assume further that we have padding 
functions PA, for A, and pn, for B. We then define reductions fl and gl as follows: 
~pa(f(y),pA(PA(X, Z),2W)) if y=pA(X, pA(Z, W)), 
f l (Y)=tpB(f(y),pa(y,  2y+ 1)) otherwise; 
[pA(g(y),pa(Pa(X, Z),2W)) if y=pB(X, pa(X, W)), 
g l (Y )  = [PA(g(Y), PA(Y, 2y+ 1)) otherwise. 
Obviously, f~ and g~ are polynomially computable, one-one, and reductions of 
A to B and of B to A. Furthermore, since both PA and p~ are polynomially invertible, 
so are f~ and g~. The critical observation to make, however, is that if u is in the 
range o f f ,  then u is of the form pB(s, pA(t, W)), while if u is in the range of gl, 
then u is of the form pA(S, pA(t, W)). But g~ applied to any u of the first form 
increases w to 2w, while fl applied to any u of the second form increases w to 
2w. It follows that if we start with any u in the range of g~ and successively calculate 
g-(l(u), f-( lg-( l(u),. . . ,  then at most log2(w) calculations can be made, and hence 
the time for the calculation is polynomial in u. Thus we may define a polynomially 
computable, polynomially invertible isomorphism, ~', mapping A to B in the conven- 
tional way (see, e.g., [16, pp. 114 ff.] or [1]): given u, calculate g-(~(u),f-(~g-(~(u),... 
as long as possible; if the last calculation possible is a calculation of f~-~, then 
z(u) =f~(u);  if the last calculation possible is a calculation ofg~ -1, then z(u) = g~-l(u). 
It is easily verified that ~- is the desired polynomial-time isomorphism between A 
and B. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. ( i )~( i i ) :  Suppose that C --iso D × ~ for some set D. Clearly, 
if B ~<m C, then B ~rn D × [~ by some function g. Since g'(x) =def ( / - / l (g (x ) ) ,  X) gives 
an obvious ~<l,i-reduction f B to D × hi, the isomorphism between D × N and C 
now yields B ~<1,~ C. Thus B ~<m C implies B ~<~,i C. 
( i i )~( i i i ) :  Since C ×N~<m C, from (ii) we have that C x t~<~,i C. 
( i i i )~( iv ) :  We now have C ~, i  C × N<~,i C;  by using the obvious compositions, 
the padding function on C × t~ induces a padding function on C. 
( i v )~( i ) :  Since C and C x N are obviously in the same many-one degree and 
since C × N obviously has a padding function, it follows that if C also has a padding 
function, Lemma 2.4 guarantees that C =iso C × [~. The latter condition in turn 
establishes by definition that C is a cylinder, completing our circle of equivalences 
and the proof  of the theorem. 5 [] 
Sets which are cylinders have very uniform and fast methods of generating 
members of both the set and its complement. Sets which have no method of quickly 
generating (and inverting) some subset of the set will be called immune. 
Definition 2.5. A set I is (polynomially) immune if there does not exist a one-one 
polynomial ly computable, polynomial ly invertible, function p such that range p is 
contained in / .  I f  there does not exist a one-one polynomial ly computable function 
p such that range p is contained in / ,  then we will call I strongly immune.  6"7 
3. Constructions of non-isomorphic sets 
It follows from Theorem 2.3 that if a many-one degree does not consist of a single 
isomorphism type, then it contains a set S which is not a cylinder. Thus both S and 
S x • are in this same many-one degree, S ~< 1,i S × [~, but S × N ~ 1,i S. 
The outline of this section is: First, that for sets like S and S x I~ we can establish 
a finite difference property: finite variants of S x N will not be ~ 1,i-reducible to finite 
variants of S. Second, that the finite difference property permits a delayed iagonaliz- 
ation construction of incomparable sets C and D that are strictly between S and 
S × N under'the ordering of ~ 1,i. Finally, we show that the new sets C and D inherit 
suitable properties which guarantee the finite difference property, allowing us to 
repeat he construction. 
5 If we do not demand that padding functions be polynomially invertible, then Theorem 2.3 holds 
with ~< ~.i replaced by ~<~ and with =iso replaced by ---~. A similar remark holds for all of the other results 
and definitions of this paper as well. The proofs are essentially the same, although simpler. 
6 Note that the definition of polynomial immunity we use here is different from that of Ko and Moore 
[11], and different also from notions of immunity discussed in [10]. 
7 It is known that if P # NP, then no NP-complete set can have a sparse complement [2, 5], and, more 
significantly [18], no NP-complete set can be sparse. However, while all sparse sets are immune, the 
converse is false. Indeed, Ladner's construction [13] can be used to show that if P# NP, then there are 
strongly immune, strongly co-immune, sets in NP-P  which are not sparse. Sets in NP with immune 
complements might be called simple. The existence in the presence of oracles of various types of 
sparse/simple sets is investigated in [9, 12]. 
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There are two deviations from this outline: the major problem is that it is not 
easy to establish the inheritance of the finite difference property for the constructed 
sets, C and D. We postpone a proof of this property in the generality we require 
until Section 4; the proof given there is long and the reader may choose to omit 
reading it. Nevertheless, we will state and use the finite difference result in this 
section. The second deviation we address immediately: 
We will construct sets which are not polynomially isomorphic to S or S x N, but 
which are many-one equivalent o S. In constructing a reduction of S to the new 
set we will need to map certain elements away from the elements that were used in 
the diagonalization. Also, to establish the hereditary finite difference properties, we 
need to map certain elements away from finite sets. Both of these requirements can 
be satisfied by a non-immunity property for S. In [17], this is solved by first showing 
that the complements of either S x {0} or S x {0} will permit constructing the needed 
reductions; and second that one of those sets is not polynomially isomorphic to a 
cylinder (proved by R. Cole in [ 17]). (No hereditary properties are established there.) 
Our construction here is similar, but we use precisely a non-immunity property to 
construct reductions and to establish the hereditary properties. Our proof gives a 
slightly stronger esult than is found in [17]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let S be any set. Define So to be S x{0}, and define S 1 to be (S x{0}) u 
([~ x([~-{0})) or, more simply, define-~l to be Sx{0}. (Pictures of So and of $1 may 
be helpful.) Then S is a cylinder iff both So and S~ are cylinders. 
Comment. Cole's result in [17] states that for any set S, if both So and S~ are 
cylinders, then S is a cylinder. Examination of our proof, however, shows that we 
have a stronger theorem than we have stated: in the reverse direction, our proof 
really shows that if either So is a cylinder and S~ is not immune or S~ is a cylinder 
and So is not immune, then S is a cylinder. In discussing Cole's result, Mahaney 
[17] conjectures that this result really is not necessary (when S x N is polynomially 
isomorphic to SAT) because he conjectures that if SAT--mS arid SAT~I,iS, then 
SAT~ ~,i So. Our (strengthened) theorem sheds some light on this conjecture: If one 
could extend the result of Fortune [5] to show that no set which is Karp-complete 
for NP can be simple, then Mahaney's conjecture would follow from our stronger 
theorem. Of course, in recursive function theory, the result that no many-one 
complete r.e. set can be simple is a cornerstone of the whole structural approach 
[20]. (Similar remarks apply to the set S~ if one could strengthen the result of [18] 
showing that no NP-complete set can be sparse to show that no Karp-complete set 
can be immune.) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First suppose that S is a cylinder with padding function p. 
Define p' by 
p'((x,O),z)=(p(x,z) ,O),  p ' ( (x ,y+l ) , z )=(x , (y+l , z ) ) .  
Clearly p' is a padding function for both So and S~. 
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Now suppose that So and S~ are both cylinders. The fact that S~ is a cylinder 
implies that S x {0} is not immune. Let p be a polynomially computable, polynomially 
invertible function such that range p is a subset of S x {0}. Let Po be a padding 
function for S × {0}. We define a padding function Ps for S by 
~ II~(po((X , O), y)) ifpo((X, 0 ) ,y )~(Nx{0}) - ( rangep) ,  
ps(X, y) = [H~(p((x, y))) otherwise. 
Elementary calculations then show that Ps is a padding function for S. [] 
We have now progressed to the following point: Suppose that we have a many-one 
degree that does not consist of a single isomorphism type. Then there is a set S in 
the many-one degree which is not a cylinder and, letting $4 - S × N, either Condition 
A or Condition B below obtains. 
Condition A (So is not a cylinder) 
(i) So ~ $4 and $4-So is infinite, 
(ii) Sa ~, i  So, 
(iii) So ~< ~i,i S4, 
(iv) So = ( S4r~ Po) for some polynomially decidable set Po, and 
(v) Sa is not immune. 
( Take p(n) =def(i~, n) for some il in S. Note also that p is size-increasing.) 
Condition B ($1 is not a cylinder). (This is similar to Condition A with S~ substituted 
for So and ~q4 substituted for $4.) 
(i) S~ __ g4 and $4- S1 is infinite, 
(ii) $4 ~, i  S~, 
(iii) S~ <~ i,i $4, 
(iv) S~ = ($4 n PI) for some polynomially decidable set P~, and 
(v) $4 is not immune. 
(Take p(n) =def(i0, n) for some io in S. Note also that p is size-increasing.) 
Hencefortla, we will assume that Condition A holds; our constructions in case 
Condition B holds will be entirely similar. 
The finite difference property is that if A ~ ~,i B, then finite variants of A will not 
be ~,i-reducible to finite variants of B. The property is used to guarantee the 
existence of appropriate witnesses in the delayed iagonalization construction which 
we shall give later. Since this finite difference property is not generally valid, we 
need to derive conditions on A and B which guarantee its validity. Conditions A 
and B above turn out to be sufficient for this purpose, but the proof is difficult, so 
we merely state the necessary theorem here, delaying its full proof until Section 4 
of this paper. For motivation, however, we will prove the finite variant condition 
under the assumption that the set B (the set Sa in Conditions A and B) is a polynomial 
cylinder. We now state the finite variant condition. 
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Theorem 3.2. Assume So and $4 satisfy Condition A. Let F4 and Fo be any two finite 
sets. Suppose that g: $4 - F4 <~ 1 So u Fo. Then there is a function g' such that g': $4 <<- 1 So. 
Furthermore, if g is polynomially invertible, so is g'. I f  g is size-increasing so is g'. 
Thus, there can be no <~l,i-reduction of S4-F4 to Sou Fo. A similar result holds for 
$1 and S4 if Condition B holds. 
Proof. We defer a proof of this result until the next section, but for motivation we 
include here a proof for Condition A under the additional assumption that $4 is a 
polynomial cylinder. Under these assumptions, consider the finite set F of elements 
of $4 that are either in F4 or map into Fo by g. Let s ~ $4 be larger than any element 
in F. The elements of F should be mapped into So; the membership ofother elements 
is properly preserved by g. A padding function p( , )  for $4 easily permits moving 
elements out of the way. We may choose p to be size-increasing since $4 is a cylinder. 
Now define 
g(p(x, 0)) if x ~ F, 
g'(x) 
L g(p(s ,x+l ) )  i f x~ F. 
Then g': $4<~1 So. If g is size increasing or invertible then g' is also. [] 
Theorem 3.3 is really a corollary of the more general Theorem 3.4, which follows 
below. However, by first proving Theorem 3.3 carefully it will be evident how to 
prove the more general result, and we will then merely outline the proof of the more 
general theorem which follows. 
Theorem 3.3. Every polynomial many-one degree which does not consist of a single 
isomorphism type contains ets which are incomparable under <~ 1,i. Every polynomial 
many-one degree which does not consist of a single isomorphism type contains a 
collection of isomorphism types which have order type of the rationals under <~ 8il,i. 
Proof. We know that if we have a many-one degree which does not consist of a 
single isomorphism type, then there are sets So, S1, and $4 such that either Condition 
A or Condition B above obtains. We will assume Condition A in our discussion; 
the argument for Condition B is similar. 
Our goal is to describe ~<~.i-incomparable sets S 2 and $3 such that each of them 
lies between So and S 4 under ~<~,i-reductions. (In fact, even under ~i,i-reductions. ) 
Furthermore, for both j = 2 and 3, we want Condition A to hold, first with Sj 
substituted for $4, and then with Sj substituted for So. If we can accomplish this, 
then Condition A will be 'hereditary' for the sets we describe, and thus our 
construction can be repeated indefinitely, first between So and $2 or $3 and then 
between $2 or $3 and $4, yielding the required dense linear orderings. 
(Note that if we only have the weaker version of Theorem 3.2 which requires that 
the set $4 be a polynomial cylinder, then the finite variant condition is not hereditary 
between So and $2 nor between So and $3. In this case, the construction can be 
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repeated only between $2 or $3 and $4, and this yields orderings only of type to + 1 
under ~ ]ii. This is the chief reason why Mahaney [17] established orderings of type 
to + 1, rather than the more general orderings which we establish here.) 
Now, to actually do the construction, we will need to establish incomparability 
under <~,i-reductions, and we will require an explicit indexing f of reductions; 
further let 
tk = ( f , , fb ,  C+ n c) 
be an indexing of triples so that every combination off,,, fb, and polynomial c+ n c 
appears in some triple tk. Each triple is considered as a candidate for a reduction, 
its inverse, and a polynomial time bound for both reductions. 
In order to establish that $2 ~ ~,i $3, for each tk we will witness that tk is not such 
a reduction. The witnesses how 
(i) fa is not a reduction of $2 to $3, or 
(ii) fa is not one-one, or 
(iii) fb is not inverse to f~, or 
(iv) one of the functions uses more than c + n c steps. 
Each witness is an element or two; for example, to witness that fa is not- one-one, 
two elements x and y such that f~(x)=f~(y)  are needed. To witness that $3~1,iS2, 
we interchange the roles of $2 and $3. 
Our construction will proceed in alternating stages. The stages define two poly- 
nomially recognizable sets P2 and P3, and we will define 
$2 -~- ( $4 ¢") P2) and $3 : ( $4 (~ P3). 
Since for j = 2, 3 we will make Po c Pj, we will have So c Sj c $4. During any stage 
we will have that each Sj is So plus a subset of $4. To accomplish this, during each 
stage we begin in a polynomial fashion to add all elements of Po both to P2 and to 
P3. (I.e., we are adding all elements of So to both $2 and to $3.) We maintain these 
sets so that $2 c~ S 3 = S O (by maintaining P2 ~ P3 = Po)- 
During stage 2k we will have that $3 is So plus a finite subset of $4. During this 
stage we add elements to P2 (and thus to $2) until witnesses are found that tk is 
not an ~ 1,i-reduction of $2 to $3. We are assured that such elements exist by Theorem 
3.2. For if,lao such witnesses exist, then we will put all but finitely many elements 
of $4 into $2, and have 
S4-  ( (S4-  So)c~ P3) = S2 <~l,i S3 = So u ( ($4-  So)~ P3). 
Since ( ($4-So)n  P3) is finite, this gives the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2(i). The 
conclusion that $4 <~ 1.i So contradicts the hypothesis of this theorem. We conclude, 
therefore, that the witnesses will exist and will halt stage 2k after a finite number 
of additions to Po. In the stage 2k+ 1 the roles of $2 and $3 are reversed. 
We construct hese polynomially decidable sets P2 and P3 by using a 'delayed 
diagonalization' [3, 13]. Our construction determines whether elements are in P2 or 
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P3. Let q( ) be some arbitrary polynomial (chosen to bound the running time of 
certain operations in this procedure). 
On input n, simulate this construction on 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  i for exactly q(lnl) steps 
(note the implicit recursion). By counting the alternations between assigning ele- 
ments to P2 and P3, we can determine that the simulation on element i was in stage 
2k or 2k + 1 for some k. 
At stage 2k we search among 0, 1, 2 , . . .  using at most q([n[) steps to see if we 
find a witness to the fact that, if we let $2 = (Po u P2) c~ $4 and if we let $3 = (P0 w P3) c~ 
$4, then the triple tk does not yield $2 <~ 1.i $3. If no such witness is found, we assign 
the input n to P2. Otherwise, we assign it to P3. 
At stage 2k+ 1 we simply reverse the roles, searching until we get a witness to 
the fact that if we let $2 and $3 be defined as above, then the triple tk does not yield 
$3 ~< 1,i $2. If no such witness is found, we assign the input to P3, otherwise to P2. 
Note that we have implicitly described a recursion whose running time is poly- 
nomial in the size of the input. 
Obviously, neither of the sets $2 and $3 can be reduced to the other via a 
polynomially computable, polynomially invertible, one-one function. 
The function f defined by 
x i fxe  Po, 
f (x )= p(x) otherwise, 
clearly demonstrates both So si si 1,i S: and So ~ 1,i $3. 
The functions fj defined by 
x ifx~PowPj, 
f j (x )= p(x) otherwise, 
si demonstrates that Sj--~ 1,i $4 for each of j = 2 or 3. 8 
Obviously, because $2 and $3 are incomparable under ~< ~,i, we cannot have either 
$4~,iS2 or $4<~1,i $3. For the same reason, we cannot have either S2~,i  So or 
S3~,iSo. We thus have that $2 and $3 each lie strictly between So and $4 (even 
under strictly size increasing reductions). Since it is also obvious from the construc- 
tion that Condition A now holds again with either of $2 or $3 replacing either of 
So or $4 in statement, Condition A is hereditary for the construction, and so the 
construction may be repeated for either o f j  = 1, 2, first to place sets between So and 
Sj, and then to place sets between Sj and $4. Repeating this procedure deafly 
produces dense linear orderings. 
s The ease of these reductions is another major difference between the proof given here and the proof 
in [17] that many-one degrees which contain more than one isomorphism type contain infinitely many 
with ordering to + 1. Both proofs incorporate a delay to switch s.tages, but the proof in [17] required a 
more delicate alternation of stages to establish the existence of reductions imilar to these. This further 
delay, while not necessary for our proof, may be useful in other applications using 'delayed iagonaliz- 
ation'. 
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The proof  when Condit ion B rather than Condit ion A holds for the many-one 
degree is essentially the same. We use S~ for So and $4 for $4. Thus the proof of 
the theorem is complete. [] 
Theorem 3.3 is now easily generalized to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Any polynomial many-one degree which fails to consist of a single 
isomorphism type contains every possible countable linear ordering under the ordering 
si The incomparable sets in the ordering are incomparable ven under <~1,i. 1,i" 
Proof .  We begin with the observation that Mostowski [19] has given a recursive 
partial order which is universal in the sense that every countable partial order can 
be embedded in it. 9 We begin with our sets So and $4 as in Condit ion A, and with 
an enumeration of the edges in a universal ordering. At stage k we do all of the 
following: find all of the vertices which have appeared in the listing to date. (To 
keep things simple, if  we wish, we can slow down the appearance of vertices and 
edges so that at most log k vertices and edges have appeared by stage k.) We will 
say that y <~ z has appeared if enough edges have appeared in the enumeration of 
the edges to show that y <~ z in the ordering. For each vertex y which has appeared 
let 
Ay = {z l Y <- z has appeared}. 
For each x not in Ay and for each z in Ay, begin adding elements of $4 to Sz until 
we get witnesses that the triple tk is not a one-one polynomial invertible reduction 
of Sz to the set Sx. Since at this point each of the sets Sx differs only finitely from 
So while if the process continues each Sz will differ only finitely from $4, we know 
by Theorem 3.2 that this process cannot continue indefinitely. 
The above process hows directly that if we do not eventually get x <~ z (implicitly) 
enumerated in the universal ordering, then for each k we must have that tk does 
not give a ~<~,i-reduction f Sz to Sx. On the other hand, once in the ordering we 
discover that y ~ z, then we force Sy g S~ except for the finite set of points already 
in S r Since, for all y, Sy= $4 n Py where Py is the polynomial  set described implicitly 
in the construction above, obviously the same reduction (constructed exactly as in 
<~ ~.i $4 witnesses that Sy -< si the proof  of Theorem 3.3) which witnesses that Sy si -'-= 1,i "-'2 
9 We are grateful to Rick Statman for pointing out Mostowski's paper to us and, on seeing our proof 
of Theorem 3.2, suggesting that Theorem 3.3 should be obtainable by combining our techniques with 
Mostowski's result. He also pointed out that the existence of recursively enumerable universal partial 
orders was used earlier by Sacks [22] in investigating degree structures of Turing reducibilities. In usin~ 
this result in [14], Maehtey showed that the ordering could be made primitive recursive, and, again iv 
[15], he showed that the ordering can be made elementary. Statman, however, has observed that th( 
construction orginally given by Mostowski produces a very nice polynomial ordering for which, giver 
two vertices, one can decide in polynomial time whether there is an edge from one to the other. However 
for our purposes all we need is the existence of a universal partial ordering in which the edge structurt 
is merely recursively enumerable. 
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except on the finitely many elements of Sy which do not belong to Sz. But since 
S: - Sx is infinite, and none of these elements are in the range of the above reduction, 
there is plenty of room in Sz-Sy to place these finitely many elements, yielding 
Sy ~ ~i,i Sz. 
The case where we start with the sets S~ and S4 is entirely similar, proving the 
theorem. [] 
Note that, in this proof, we do not need the 'hereditary' aspects of the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 since we have collapsed the construction of all the of the necessary 
sets into one large, essentially simultaneous, construction. In particular, this means 
that, unlike the proof we gave for Theorem 3.3, the proof just given for the more 
general Theorem 3.4 does not require the full force of Theorem 3.2. We have used 
only that portion of Theorem 3.2 already proven, in which we assumed that the set 
$4 is a cylinder. 
Corollary 3.5. The class P- of nontrivial sets decidable in polynomial time has many-one 
degree whose isomorphism types contain every possible countable partial order under 
<-~,i-reductions. I f  the class NP-P  is nonempty, then it contains similar many-one 
degrees. 
Proof. As already remarked in earlier footnotes, Ladner's technique of delayed 
diagonalization easily shows that, when nonempty, each of these classes contains 
sets which are polynomially immune and hence cannot be polynomial cylinders. 
The result is then immediate. [] 
4. The full theorem on finite differences 
This section gives the full proof of Theorem 3.2, which we needed only for the 
proof we gave of Theorem 3.3. In spite of the fact that the full proof of Theorem 
3.2 is not needed to establish our most general results above, its correctness served 
as a powerful motivation for both proofs given above. Furthermore, should one 
wish to insert any sort of orderings between sets So and S4 where it is known that 
$o<~1 S4 but it is not known a priori that S4 is a cylinder, then some version of 
Theorem 3.2 appears to be essential. 
Recall that we are given three sets So, Sl, and $4 satisfying one of Conditions A 
and B of Section 3. 
(In the applications given above the origin of these sets is either 
(a) that we have a many-one degree that does not consist of a single isomorphism 
type. Then there is a set S in the many-one degree which is not a cylinder and, we 
let So = S x 0, S~ = S x N w N x (N - {0}), and S4 = S x I~. 
Or else 
(b) that the three sets are constructed hereditarily from the sets given in (a) as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
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In the first case, the four parts of each of the conditions are obvious, and, in the 
second case, as we have already pointed out, the construction guarantees the four 
parts.) 
We are now ready to prove the key theorem on finite differences. Simple as this 
theorem is, and obvious as it should be, the proof which we give uses all of the 
many parts of Conditions A and B. As we have seen, once established, the theorem 
has served to provide a relatively simple proof of Theorem 3.3, and it served as 
well to help motivate Theorem 3.4. We now repeat he statement of Theorem 3.2, 
and give its complete proof. 
Theorem 3.2. (i) Let $4 and So be two sets satisfying Condition A, and let F4 and 
Fo be any two finite sets. Suppose that g: $4-  F4 <~  Sou Fo. Then there is a function 
g' such that g': $4<~1So . Furthermore, if g is polynomially invertible so is g'. I f  g is 
size-increasing, so is g'. 
(ii) Let $4 and S~ be two sets satisfying Condition B, and let F4 and F~ be any two 
finite sets. Suppose that g: $4-t:4 ~1 SI u 1=1. Then there is a function g' such that 
g" 54 ~ 1 S1. Furthermore, if g is polynomially invertible, so is g'. I f  g is size-increasing, 
so is g'. 
Comment. An even stronger theorem would involve, for Condition A, four finite 
sets, Fo, F~, F4, and F~, with a hypothesis that 
(54-- F4) U F~,  (Sou Fo)- F~, 
and with a similar hypothesis for Condition B. The conclusions of Theorem 3.2 
parts (i) and (ii) would still hold. However, we used only the stated version of 
Theorem 3.2 in our proof of Theorem 3.3, and the reader who struggles through 
the details of the proof we are about o give will not only be convinced that essentially 
the same proof will work to prove this stronger theorem, but no doubt also will be 
grateful that we have not included the necessary details for this stronger theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2(i). We give the proof of part (i) along with some motivation; 
the proof of part (ii) is identical. We begin by making some observations. First, 
without loss of generality we can assume that F4 ~- $4, that Fo is disjoint from So, 
and that Fo is disjoint from range p. Fig. 1 illustrates these relationships. We assume 
that we have a reduction g of $4-  F4 to So u Fo and that we want to somehow turn 
g into a similar reduction g' of $4 to So, to produce a contradiction (assuming that 
g is one-one and polynomially invertible). 
Reasoning informally, observe that, except for a finite set, g itself is a solution 
to the problem; the elements where g is unsuitable are 
x :xe  F4, 
for these points g(x) ~ So, but we want g'(x) ~ So; and 
x: g(x) ~ Fo, 
for these points x ~ $4, but we want g'(x) ~ So. 
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F 0 
S O 
Fig. 1. Hypothesis of Theorern 3.2, condition (i). 
It would be a simple matter to define g' if we had sufficient 'space' in So-  g(S4). 
If we had sufficient space there, we could use g except on the finite set of points 
mentioned above, and they could then be mapped one-one to the "extra' space. 
Our proof now proceeds in two steps. First we define g to give infinite space in 
g(S4) - ~($4) c So under the assumption that Fo and F4 are empty. This construction 
is the main innovation in the proof. Second, we tediously characterize the finite set 
on which g is not a ~<l-reduction of $4 to So, and note that these points must reduce 
to So. Then for a suitable finite set F in $4-So we can define g'(x)= g(y) for y 
chosen from F. 
We assume for the moment that Fo and F4 are empty and define ~ to create 
infinite space in S0-~($4). We will use g2 to create extra space. We have 
g( S4) ~- So C S4, 
SO, 
g:( S4) c g( So) c g( S4) : So, 
and since $4-  So is infinite and g is one-one, we have g(S4) - g(So) is infinite. From 
the second line of inclusions, it follows that g(S4) -  g2($4) is infinite. 
Now note that, outside $4, g2 may not behave so nicely; i.e., we may have x ~ $4, 
g(x) ~ $4, and g2(x)~ So (which violates reducing $4 to So). We use Po, which is 
polynomial recognizable, to detect such cases (since g(x) ~ $4- So implies g(x) ~ Po), 
and we use p(x) to place them safely away from So. Since Poc~ rangep may not be 
empty, we avoid violating one-oneness there by checking if gE(x) E rangep. 
Thus, we define 
;p(x) if g(x) ~ Po or g2(x) ~ rangep, 
g(x)= [gE(x) otherwise. 
The argument above establishes that g (S4) -  g(S4) is infinite and that g: $4<~1 So. If 
g is invertible or size-increasing, then so is g. 
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We now proceed with the second step, considering that Fo and F4 may not be 
empty. First note that this introduces only finite many exceptions to our assertion 
that ¢: $4 ~<~ So; further, this finite set of exceptions cannot deplete the infinite space 
in g(S4)- $4 very much. We complete our proof by characterizing the exceptions, 
and then defining g' to be ¢ except on the exceptions, which we then send to the 
infinite space. 
First we consider the condition: 
a(x): x~F4 or g(x)~Fo or g(x)e(F4nPo). 
By examination we see in all three of these cases that we need g'(x) ~ So, but in the 
first two of these cases we have a problem since g(x) ~ So. Of course, for any x, if 
a(x) occurs, we can easily recognize this fact. We begin by letting F be a finite 
subset of $4-  So such that g(F) c So, all members of F are bigger than all members 
of Fo w F4, and IFI 1> 2*IF0] + 2"1F41. 
We next observe that if a(x) fails to hold and if g(x)~ Po, then x ~ $4, so we may 
simply define g'(x) = p(x). 
Since we already known where to map x if a (x) holds, we may now confine our 
attention to the case where a(x) fails while at the same time g(x)~ Po. But when 
this occurs we have: 
x ~ $4 iff g(x) ~ So itt g(x) ~ (So- F4) 
iff g(x)~(S4-F4) iff g2(x)~(SowFo). 
This suggests one more critical finite condition, namely 
/3(x): g:(x) ro. 
Thus if a(x) and/3(x) both fail to hold and if g(x) ~ Po and if g2(x)~ rangep, then 
we may define g'(x) = g2(x); while, if a(x) and fl(x) both fail and if g(x) ~ Po and 
g2(x)~ rangep, then we may define g'(x)=p(x). This leaves only two finite cases 
remaining. Namely, our earlier case when ce(x) holds, and the last remaining case 
when fl(x) holds while g(x) ~ Po (i.e., when g2(x) E Fo while g(x) ~ Po). 
So far it is easy to see that for all of the x for which we have defined g' if g is 
one-one and reduces $4-F4 to So u Fo, then g' is one-one and reduces $4 to So. 
Furthermore, if g is invertible or size-increasing, so is g'. We are now ready to face 
the problem of the remaining cases, namely, what to do if a(x) or if fl(x) holds 
while g(x) ~ Po. We have already observed that if a(x) holds, then we need to map 
x into So. In the remaining case, g2(x)E Fo guarantees that g(x)~ ($4-F4) , so 
g(x) ~ Po now also guarantees that g(x)~ So which in turn guarantees that x e Sa. 
Thus, just as in case a(x), we must in this last case map x into So. Since there are 
at most Ifol elements atisfying /3 and at most IFol+ 2*lF, I elements atisfying a, 
recalling that g(F)~ So, we can take each of the elements x for these remaining 
cases and define g'(x) = g(y) for some suitable y e F. Since F is finite and reasonably 
chosen, we can clearly keep g' size-increasing, one-one, and invertible for these 
particular values of x. 
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We must still verify that there is no conflict with our earlier chosen values, violating 
our requirement that g' be one-one. But we now see that for x satisfying a or/3, 
we mapped x into our 'extra' space in So: The only conflict could occur if we had 
g(y) = g2(x) for some g(x) ~ Po. But since g is one-one and y ~ So, this would yield 
the contradiction y = g(x). 
We leave it to the reader to work out a formal definition of g'. The analysis if 
Condition B obtains (to prove part (ii) of  the theorem) is the same, so we omit it. 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. [] 
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